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BIC YC LE FAC I LI T Y N ET WOR K

Introduction

One of the main goals of the Gateway Bike Plan is to create a fully interconnected, seamless, and safe bicycle facility 
network that connects areas within St. Charles County, St. Louis County, and the City of St. Louis. The Plan focuses 
primarily on roadways functionally classi!ed in the collector and arterial categories, although local roadways are 
considered. Context-appropriate bicycle facilities have been developed with input from the public, St. Louis and 
St. Charles Counties, MoDOT, the City of St. Louis, the East-West Gateway Council of Governments (EWGCOG), Metro, a 
number of advocacy organizations, and municipalities within the Plan area. While facilities were recommended based on 
extensive stakeholder input, they are grounded in !eld review of existing roadway conditions and constraints. Additionally, 
recommended facilities re#ect the policies and design guidelines of the owners of the roadways (the state, county, and 
municipalities); only the owners of the roadways can implement the facility recommendations found in the Plan. 

In some cases, agencies may be able to develop a higher order bicycle facility than is recommended if, for instance, they are 
completely reconstructing a roadway. Conversely, an owner may need to implement a bicycle facility less sophisticated than 
is recommended because of facility design details or other community characteristics not identi!ed initially. Either way, the 
key is to implement a bicycle facility of some type in order to encourage the use of bicycles for transportation. Bicycle facility 
improvements must be complemented by a robust policy, education, encouragement, and enforcement program that 
supports the physical network, and by follow-up evaluation to measure progress over the next 20 years. 

This chapter de!nes a set of recommendations and actions to create an integrated bicycle facility network. They are 
visionary yet practical action strategies to make the greater St. Louis region a great place for bicycling. They were developed 
with the following functional criteria in mind:

 � Connections to destinations: Streets chosen for inclusion in the bicycle facility network are intended to provide access 
to major employment centers, retail centers, transit, schools, regional parks, and other destinations. For this reason, the 
primary focus for developing on-street bicycle facilities is on arterial and collector roadways, which typically provide the 
most direct access to destinations. There are also better funding opportunities for arterial and collector roadways. 

 � Land use and facilities: Recommended bicycle facilities and designs are intended to !t adjacent land use patterns. For 
example, on rural roadways with generous shoulders or right-of-way to add shoulders, bicycle route signing may be all 
that is required, while arterials in higher density neighborhoods may require bu$ered bike lanes.

 � Trail connectivity: Some of the streets in the bicycle facility network were selected to connect existing and planned 
regional trails to make sure that all trails can be accessed through on-street bicycle routes.

 � Tra!c conditions: Recommended bicycle facilities and designs re#ect existing roadway tra%c conditions, including 
tra%c volume, speed, and roadway capacity. In some cases, excess capacity provides an opportunity to reduce the 
number of general purpose lanes and add bicycle facilities such as bike lanes and cycle tracks. In other cases, the lack of 
existing capacity may be a constraint that prevents the installation of bicycle facilities.
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 � Interjurisdictional connectivity: Many points in the bicycle facility network connect adjacent communities. The on-street part of the network 
complements and builds on e$orts of Bike St. Louis and the Great Rivers Greenway’s River Ring.

 � End-of-trip facilities: End-of-trip facilities like bike parking and amenities like showers and lockers at transit stations and other major destinations 
have the potential to increase usage and extend the network to include other modes. Allowing bikes on transit extends the network even further as 
bicycle travel can occur on both ends of the transit trip. The importance of extending the system by tying it into the transit network is re#ected in the 
Prioritization Map in Chapter 9, which gives high priority to on-street bicycle facilities that connect to transit stations.

While the goal of this Plan is to help engineers and designers develop roadway designs that meet all of the requirements set forth by city, county, state, 
and national guidance (as described in Chapter 6), it is understood that #exibility is needed to design safe and e%cient roadways that serve the widest 
range of users. Since geometric and land use conditions vary frequently from location to location, this guidance provides key design considerations for 
each type of bicycle facility. 
Note: The following guidance is not a design standard, and should not be used as such. Application of this guidance requires the use of engineering judgment when 
retro!tting the streets of the City of St. Louis and St. Charles and St. Louis Counties to provide optimal bicycle facilities. Also, this guidance should be revisited and updated 
periodically (every 3 to 5 years) as the transportation system or land-use patterns change, or as new best practices, guidelines, and standards are developed.

Bicycle User Types

Before discussing the various types of bicycle facilities recommended in this Plan, it is important to understand the di$erent types of users of the Regional 
Bicycle Network. The AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities includes the Federal Highway Administration’s de!nition of bicycle user 
types by comfort and skill level:

 � Advanced or experienced riders are generally using their bicycles as they would a motor vehicle. They are riding for convenience and speed and want 
direct access to destinations with minimum detours or delays. They are typically comfortable riding with motor vehicle tra%c; however, they need 
su%cient operating space on the roadway or shoulder to eliminate the need for them or a passing motor vehicle to shift position.

 � Basic or less con!dent adult riders may also use their bicycles for transportation purposes, such as to get to the store or to visit friends, but prefer to 
avoid roads with fast and busy motor vehicle tra%c unless there is ample roadway width. Basic riders are comfortable riding on neighborhood streets 
and shared-use paths, and prefer designated facilities such as bike lanes or wide 
shoulder lanes on busier streets.

 � Children riding on their own or with their parents may not travel as fast as their adult 
counterparts but still require access to key destinations in their community, such as 
schools, convenience stores, and recreational facilities. Residential streets with low 
motor vehicle speeds linked with shared-use paths and busier streets with well-de!ned 
pavement markings between bicycles and motor vehicles can accommodate children 
without encouraging them to ride in the travel lanes of major arterials.1

Up to 95 percent of bicyclists are basic or child bicyclists. Consequently, if bicycle use 
is to increase, there is a need for a variety of facility types to accommodate these less 
experienced or less con!dent bicyclists. 

1  Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities, American Association of State Highway and Transportation O%cials, 1999.

TABLE 5-1

Summary of Needs and Appropriate Accommodations 
for Varying Bicycle User Types

Type of Bicyclist Needs Accommodations
A – Advanced
(5% of all riders)

 Ì Direct access to destinations
 Ì Ability to ride at a maximum 
speed with minimal delays

 Ì Su"cient operating space

 Ì Enforced speed limits
 ÌWide curb lanes (urban)
 Ì Paved shoulders (rural)

B – Basic
C – Child 
(combined 95% of 
all riders)

 Ì Comfortable access to key 
destinations

 Ì Low speeds and low volumes
 Ì Well-de#ned separation on 
roadway

 Ì Lower speeds
 Ì Bike lanes, paths, or 
routes

 Ì Paved Shoulders

Source:  FHWA/FTA, 2008, Peer Exchange on Best Practices in Bicycle Facilities Planning
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The proposed Regional Bicycle Network includes a variety of facility improvements that respond to the di$erent types of bicyclists and their needs. Some of 
the facilities will be located along independent corridors and greenways that are separated from roadways. Other parts of the network will require motorists 
and bicyclists to coexist in the same right-of-way. A variety of design treatments will be used among on-road bikeways, depending on tra%c volumes and 
speeds, roadway constraints, and adjacent land uses. Providing a mix of bicycle facility types will allow the three types bicycle users to reach all desired 
locations in a variety of ways, depending on skill and comfort level.
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On-street bicycle facilities can include a range of design treatments such as bike lanes, striped shoulders, shared lane markings, cycle tracks, and signed 
routes. The goal of on-street facilities is to improve bicycling conditions on roadways while providing a visible reminder for motorists to share the road with 
bicyclists. On busy streets, an important purpose of these facilities is to provide lateral separation between bicyclists and motor vehicles and to encourage 
proper behavior among bicyclists and motorists. Another purpose and use of on-street bicycle facilities is to establish a consistent, interconnected bicycle 
network. It is important to note that some roads in the Regional Bicycle Network with relatively low speeds and volumes do not require any new treatments. 
For example, Alt Road in the Wildwood area currently has “Share the Road” signs, low tra%c volumes, and a 25 mph speed limit, which are adequate facilities 
for a safe bicycle network.

Professional engineering analysis is critical for implementing an optimal bicycle facility. For this Plan, engineers and designers analyzed roadways to 
determine feasible cross sections for bicycle facilities given existing roadway and tra%c characteristics. Detailed intersection designs will be needed when 
speci!c projects move to the engineering phase. 

Two main steps are taken during the analysis phase:

 � First, the designer should consider which elements of the existing roadway could be modi!ed to 
provide space for the bicycle facility. The following questions should be asked:

 − Can any existing lanes be narrowed?
 − Can any existing lanes be removed (consider travel lanes, center turn lanes, 

and parking lanes)?
 − Can the existing pavement be widened, or can the curbs be moved?

 � Second, the designer should consider factors that a$ect the potential to modify the roadway in 
any of the three ways listed above. These factors include:

 − Existing and planned land uses
 − Pedestrian tra%c and streetscape uses
 − On-street parking demand and turnover rates (if applicable) 
 − Vehicle capacity, volume, and speed (including heavy vehicle tra%c such as trucks and buses)
 − Roadway grade and horizontal alignment (hilly or curved roadway sections)
 − Pavement surface condition

TABLE 5-2

Bicycle Facility Categories and Types

On- and O!-Street Facility Signed Bicycle Route* 
On-street Facilities  Ì Bicycle Lanes

 Ì Bu$ered Bicycle Lanes
 Ì Wide Shoulders
 Ì Bicycle Boulevards
 Ì Shared Lane Markings

Physically Separated Bicycle 
Facilities (o$road facilities)

 Ì Shared-use paths
 Ì Cycle Track 

Spot Improvement 
Considerations

 Ì Intersection Improvements
 Ì Road Diets
 Ì On-street Parking
 Ì Climbing Lanes
 Ì Neighborhood Connections
 Ì Bridges

*Can be used in conjunction with all facility types listed.
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On-street Facilities
Bicycle Lanes
Bicycle lanes are portions of the roadway that have been designated for the preferential 
or exclusive use of bicyclists, and are established through striping, signage, and other 
pavement markings.2 On two-way streets, bike lanes should ideally be provided on both 
sides of the road so that bicyclists can ride in the same direction as adjacent motor vehicle 
tra%c. Bike lanes should be at least 4 feet wide on roadways with open shoulders, and 5 
feet wide on roadways with curb and gutter. Five-foot bicycle lanes are typical, but wider 
(6-foot) lanes are often used on roadways with high motor vehicle tra%c volumes or 
adjacent to on-street parking. If bicycle lanes are provided on a street, bicyclists still have 
the right to use the travel lanes to avoid obstacles such as open car doors or bus stops. It is 
important to note that many cars can park in lanes that are striped at 7 feet or wider, which 
can raise unintended enforcement issues.

Bicycle lanes can provide the following bene!ts:

 � Increase the comfort of bicyclists on roadways
 � Increase the amount of lateral separation between motor vehicles and bicycles
 � Indicate the appropriate location to ride on the roadway with respect to moving tra%c 

and parked cars, both at mid-block locations and approaching intersections
 � Increase the capacity of roadways that carry mixed bicycle and motor vehicle tra%c
 � Increase predictability of bicyclist and motorist movements
 � Increase driver awareness of bicyclists while driving or opening doors from an on-street 

parking space
 � Provide a tra%c calming e$ect by visually narrowing motor vehicle travel lanes

Chapter 6 o$ers guidance for the application and installation of bicycle lanes: 

The MUTCD o$ers the following guidance on making and signing bike lanes:

 � If used, the bicycle lane symbol marking shall be placed immediately after an 
intersection and at other locations as needed.

 � The bicycle lane symbol marking shall be white.
 � If the bicycle lane symbol marking is used in conjunction with other word or symbol 

messages, it shall precede them.

2    The National Committee on Uniform Tra%c Control Devices (NCUTCD) voted unanimously at the January 20, 2006, 
committee meeting to allow jurisdictions the #exibility to designate bicycle lanes without bicycle lane signs (R3-17) and 
decided that striping will be su%cient to designate bicycle lanes.

FIGURE 5-1

Bike Lane Design—Plan and Cross Section

Bike Lanes on Grand Avenue South of I-44
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 � If the word or symbol pavement markings are used, Bicycle Lane signs shall 
also be used, but the signs need not be adjacent to every symbol to avoid 
overuse of the signs.

 � A through bicycle lane shall not be positioned to the right of a right turn 
only lane.

 � When the right through lane is dropped to become a right turn only 
lane, the bicycle lane markings should stop at least 100 feet before the 
beginning of the right turn lane.

 � Through bicycle lane markings should resume to the left of the right turn 
only lane.

 � An optional through right turn lane next to a right turn only lane should 
not be used where there is a through bicycle lane. If a capacity analysis 
indicates the need for an optional through right turn lane, the bicycle lane 
should be discontinued at the intersection approach.

 � Posts or raised pavement markers should not be used to separate bicycle 
lanes from adjacent travel lanes.3

Appendix C o$ers additional guidance on bicycle route and 
way!nding signage. 

Bu!ered Bicycle Lanes
In some locations, bu$ers may be added to bicycle lanes to provide horizontal 
separation from moving or parked cars. Bu$ers can have positive e$ects on 
bicyclist safety and comfort. Ideal candidates for bu$ered bicycle lanes are 
roadways with high vehicle speeds, excess capacity, and few curb cuts or 
turning movements.

On the side of parked cars, adding pavement markings to the bicycle lane 
creates a bu$er that can encourage bicyclists to ride away from the opening 
doors of parked vehicles. This treatment could be particularly useful to 
delineate the “dooring area” where:

 � Bicycle lanes are adjacent to a 7- or 8-foot-wide on-street parking 
area parking

 � Bicycle lanes are adjacent to high-turnover parking
 � There is a high number of locations of “dooring” complaints or crashes

3  MUTCD for Streets and Highways, Tra%c Control for Bicycle Facilities (Part 9), 2009 Edition.

FIGURE 5-2

Roadway Intersection Design for Bike Lanes

Source:  AASHTO Guide for the 
Development of Bicycle Facilities, 
Exhibit 4.15, 2010 Edition
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FIGURE 5-3

Bu$ered Bike Lane Examples—Plan and Cross Section

Shared Lane Markings (Sharrows)
Shared lane markings on the pavement guide bicyclists to the safest location to 
ride. Shared lane markings alert automobile drivers to the presence of bicyclists and 
encourage bicyclists to ride outside of the door zone of parked cars. They can reduce 
wrong-way bicycling and tend to increase the distance between bicyclists and passing 
cars. Shared lane markings are generally used where there is not enough space for 
separate bicycle lanes and cyclists should be encouraged to use the full tra%c lane.

Shared lane markings have the following bene!ts:

 � Provide a visible cue to bicyclists and motorists that bicycles are expected and 
welcomed on the roadway

 � Indicate the most appropriate location to ride on the roadway with respect to moving 
tra%c and parked cars

 � Can be used on roadways where there is not enough space for standard-width 
bicycle lanes

 City of Columbia Shared Lane Marking -Sharrow

Bu!ered Bike Lane_Brooklyn, New York
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 � Connect gaps between other bicycle facilities, such as a narrow section of roadway 
between road segments with bicycle lanes

 � Complement way!nding and point out di%cult sections on signed routes

The shared lane pavement marking should be placed:

 � A minimum of 11 feet from the face of the curb when used adjacent to a parking lane
 � A minimum of 4 feet from the face of curb or roadway edge when not used adjacent to a 

parking lane
 � Immediately following intersections and spaced at intervals up to 250 feet thereafter
 � With consideration of bicyclist riding over the shared lane marking adjacent to parked cars

The shared lane pavement marking should not be placed in bicycle lanes, on paved 
shoulders or trails, or on roadways with speed limits posted above 35 mph. Shared lane 
markings should also not be used as the primary means of way!nding or identifying routes if 
guidance on appropriate lane position is not warranted.

FIGURE 5-4

Shared Lane Marking (Sharrow) Plan and Cross Section 
Diagram

Source:  AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities, Exhibit 4.5,  
2010 Edition

FIGURE 5-5

Climbing Lane Plan and Cross Section

Climbing Lanes
A climbing lane is a hybrid bicycle facility that includes a 5-foot bicycle lane on one side of the 
roadway (typically in the uphill direction) and a shared lane marking on the opposite side of 
the roadway. This type of facility allows slower-moving, uphill bicyclists to have a designated 
bicycle lane while climbing, and allows motor vehicles room to pass easily. It also allows faster-
moving, downhill bicyclists to have a shared lane marking, which alerts motorists to expect faster 
moving bicyclists in the travel lane. The bicycle lane and shared lane markings also indicate the 
proper direction for bicyclists to travel on either side of the street. Climbing lanes can be used on 
streets where there is not enough space for standard-width bicycle lanes on both sides. All other 
guidelines and considerations that apply to bicycle lanes and shared lane markings, as described 
above, also apply to facilities installed as components of a climbing lane.

Uphill bike Lane - Photo Courtesy of Toole Design
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Wide Shoulders
Wide, striped, and bikeable shoulders are another facility that can be considered for roads in 
the Plan area with higher tra%c volumes and speeds. Shoulders on roadways have bene!ts 
to all roadway users. They increase the comfort of bicyclists by providing greater lateral 
separation between automobiles and bicycles, provide additional clear zone and recovery 
areas for vehicles, and provide additional bu$er or space for pedestrians in rural areas where 
sidewalks may not exist. Routine maintenance should be performed to keep shoulder areas 
free of debris and maintain bicycle compatibility.

To be considered bikeable, shoulders should be at least 4 feet wide on roadways with open 
drainage and 5 feet wide on roadways with curb and gutter. Additional shoulder width is 
desirable on roadways with high motor vehicle tra%c volumes, high vehicular speeds, or 
a high percentage of trucks, buses, and recreational vehicles. It is important to note that at 
intersections, additional symbols, signage, arrows, or short sections of bike lanes may be 
needed to provide direction to bicyclists and reduce potential con#icts between bicyclists 
and turning cars.

There are two types of bikeable shoulders identi!ed in the Plan; the di$erence between the 
two is in whether parking is allowed on the shoulder. In rural areas, no parking is allowed and 
shoulders should be provided as discussed above. In some areas within the City of St. Louis 
and other parts of the Plan area, shoulders may function as a parking lane. In areas where 
there are low parking occupancy rates, the shoulder can function as bikeable space the 
majority of the time. In such instances, there is no need to provide an additional dedicated 
bicycle facility, and bicyclists should proceed with caution when overtaking parked vehicles. 
It should be noted that this situation should be regularly re-evaluated. If on-street parking 
occupancy rates increase, shared lane markings may be added to provide location-speci!c 
guidance to bicyclists and motorists. Bu$ered bicycle lanes may also be considered on steep 
roadways where higher bicycle speeds can be expected and where more severe dooring 
crashes may occur. Bu$ered and unbu$ered bicycle lanes may be accompanied by signs 
reminding drivers to look for bikes when opening their doors.

Shared Bus/Bike Lanes
More exclusive bus lanes are likely to be added to area roadways as the region’s transit 
systems expand. In appropriate locations, these lanes can create car- and truck-free space 
for both transit vehicles and bicycles. When bus/bike-only lanes are developed, it is desirable 
for the lanes to be wide enough (at least 15 feet) for buses and bicyclists to pass each other 
comfortably in the lane. Shared bus/bike lanes that are part of a bikeway system should 
include shared lane markings. Failure to allow bikes in bus lanes will require bicyclists to 

FIGURE 5-6

Paved Shoulder Design—Plan and Cross Section

Paved Shoulders on Route T, west of Route 100 in St. Louis County
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use the second travel lane or refrain from using the roadway (almost never desirable). If entire roadways are 
identi!ed for priority use by transit, the roads should also be open to bicycles. It is preferable to have wide 
outside lanes on such roadways to create safe bus and bicycle passing opportunities. Enforcement of non-bus 
motor vehicles and parking restrictions in the shared bus/bike lane is important to ensuring the safe and free 
movement of both bicycles and buses.

Bicycle Boulevard
Bicycle boulevards are local street routes that have been 
enhanced to favor through bicycle movements while also 
restricting through motorized vehicle movements. Bicycle 
through movements are facilitated by orienting stop signs to 
cross tra%c, applying signage and pavement markings, and 
diverting through vehicle tra%c every few blocks while retaining 
local access. Bicycle boulevards are characterized by low vehicular 
speeds and tra%c volumes, which encourage bicyclists to use 
the full roadway. They are most appropriate in locations with an 
established roadway grid where the bicycle boulevard may be 
located parallel to a busy vehicular or commercial strip. Bicycle 
boulevards are also often paired with enhanced crossings of 
arterial roads, railroads, or other signi!cant barriers.

Signed Bicycle Route
Signed bicycle routes may be installed on- or o$-street.  Signed routes are used to form essential links in a 
connected bicycle network  and can be identi!ed as preferred routes for bicycle use. They can be installed on 
arterial and local streets with relatively low tra%c volumes and/or low speeds that do not need special bicycle 
accommodations in order to be bicycle-friendly; and they can be installed in conjunction with special bicycle 
facilities such as bicycle lanes and shared lane markings.   They typically provide information on direction, 
destination and distance.  Appendix C provides detailed guidance on how to design and locate bicycle 
route signs.

Signed bicycle routes, once installed, should be identi!ed on bicycle network maps that will be produced 
and distributed as an action of the Plan.   Spot signing can be used to provide direction to access unique 
facilities such as bridges, underpasses and trail heads.  An optional treatment for signed bicycle routes is 
custom pavement markings to enhance way!nding; the “Bike Dot” used in Seattle and Portland is a good 
example (Appendix C).  The identi!cation of a regional network sign will be an initial action of the plan so that a 
consistent sign may be implemented regionally.

Source:  Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan, Oregon 
Department of Transportation, 1995.

FIGURE 5-8

City of Portland, Spokane and 13th Street
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Share the Road signs can be used on signed routes to remind motorists to share the road with bicyclists. These signs can 
increase awareness of bicyclists, especially in areas where they may not be expected or where many drivers are not local. 
A new #uorescent yellow/green color has been approved in the MUTCD and can be used on Share the Road signs. Signs 
should be used judiciously, as too many signs can cause visual clutter and lead to noncompliance. The Share the Road sign 
is a warning and should not be used for directional signing of a bicycle route. More guidance on signage is provided in 
Appendix C.

Appropriate bicycle signage is required when transitioning from a roadway with a designated bicycle facility to one 
without any designated bicycle facility (and vice versa). Bicyclists have the right to use all roads, regardless of whether the 
roads have designated bicycle facilities, unless speci!cally prohibited, such as on a controlled access freeway.

O!-Street Bicycle Facilities
Shared-Use Paths and Trails
Shared-use paths are separated from the roadway and provide a high-quality walking and bicycling experience away 
from vehicle tra%c. These paths should be a minimum of 12 feet wide for bi-directional tra%c, and should be paved. 
Wider shared-use paths may be desirable if relatively high volumes of travelers are anticipated. Shared-use paths can be 
constructed along a roadway corridor, in their own corridor (such as a greenway trail or rail-trail), or a combination of both.

On high-speed roadways, shared-use paths may be needed in addition to bicycle lanes or shoulders. Shared-use paths should not be used to preclude on-
road bicycling, but rather to supplement a system of on-road bicycle facilities for less experienced bicyclists. Shared-use paths also provide essential facilities 
and connections for pedestrians where they may not already exist.

Considerations for Pathways Parallel to Roadways
Ideally, shared-use paths are provided on both sides of the roadway and bicyclists use the paths as one-way facilities (traveling in the same direction as 
adjacent motor vehicle tra%c). Due to right-of-way and budget constraints, though, they are often provided only on one side of the roadway. Shared-use 
paths should be designed to reduce con#icts between pedestrians and bicyclists. They can function well if the following key design features are achieved:

 � A 5-foot (minimum) bu$er between the outside travel lane and edge of pathway can be built (a 42inch vertical barrier is also acceptable).
 � Con#icts with intersecting roadways and driveways (which may or may not be signalized) should be minimized.
 � Paths work particularly well where they are parallel to expressways and railroad rights-of-way because they are limited access in nature. However, paths 

parallel to divided highways must be designed carefully, especially near crossings of high speed ramps.
 � Visibility of cyclists at all crossings.
 � Crossings of free #ow highway access ramps should be avoided, or minimized and made su%ciently safe.
 � Con#icts between pedestrians and bicyclists are minimized by having adequate width, clear space at the side of the path, and sight distance at locations 

where pedestrians cross or enter the facility.

Street trees are recommended where possible (30 to 60 feet on center). Berms and/or vegetation can be used to separate paths from adjacent areas; 
however, it is not desirable to place the pathway in a narrow corridor between two barriers (such as fences, bollards, or a knee-wall) for long distances. This 
prevents path users from leaving the path in the event of an emergency, and creates an uncomfortable experience for the user.

MUTCD Bike Route Sign

Bike Dot Symbol
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Considerations for trails and greenways
Design considerations for pathways are also applicable to trails and greenways. Additional 
design considerations for trails and greenways include the clear zone of trees, signs and 
other objects near trails. Information on clear zone requirements from the 1999 AASHTO 
Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities is included below.

 � A 2-foot-wide (minimum) graded area with a maximum 1:6 slope should be maintained 
adjacent to both sides of the path; however, 3 feet or more is desirable to provide 
clearance from trees, poles, walls, fences, guardrails, or other lateral obstructions. 

 � Where the path is adjacent to canals, ditches, or slopes steeper than 1:3, a wider 
separation should be considered. A 5-foot (minimum) separation from the edge of 
the path pavement to the top of the slope is desirable. Depending on the height of 
embankment and conditions at the bottom, a physical barrier such as dense shrubbery, 
railing, or chain link fence may need to be provided.4

Side Paths
Side paths are shared-use paths adjacent to a roadway. However, side paths are often 
located only on one side of a road, and are intended to provide two-way bicycle and 
pedestrian travel. Sometimes this type of facility is the only option in a narrow roadway 
corridor. Side paths can function well if the following key design features can be achieved:

 � Su%cient width is available to build a facility with at least a 5-foot bu$er between the 
outside travel lane and edge of pathway (a 42-inch vertical barrier is also acceptable).

 � The path can be located in an area where con#icts with crossing roadways (which may 
or may not be signalized) can be minimized. Side paths work particularly well where they 
are parallel to expressways and railroad rights-of-way because they have limited access 
by nature. However, paths parallel to expressways must be designed carefully—grade 
separation is preferred at freeway interchanges. 

 � Crossings of free-#ow ramps can be avoided, minimized, or made su%ciently safe.

In the Plan area, there are few opportunities for alternative facilities and other considerations, 
so the use of side path facilities for bicycling should be considered in a limited number of 
speci!c locations. Special attention will be required in the design process to ensure user 
safety on side paths.

4  Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities, American Association of State Highway and Transportation O%cials, 1999.

FIGURE 5-12

Shared-use Path Plan and Cross Section

Shared-use Path Plan and Cross Section Example
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Cycle Track

Cycle tracks create a physically separated and bu$ered space for directional bicycle travel. 
Cycle tracks are currently more popular in European countries, but have been implemented 
selectively in U.S. cities, including New York, Portland, San Antonio, and Seattle. They are 
di$erent from shared-use paths in that they are for the exclusive use of bicyclists and are 
operationally related to the overall roadway, whereas shared-use paths operate on their 
own alignments unrelated to roadways that may be adjacent for sections. The physical 
separation from other vehicles on the roadway can consist of curbs, striping, bollards, #exible 
posts, landscaping strips, or parked vehicles. The cycle track can be at the same grade as the 
adjacent roadway or raised to the level of an adjacent landscaping bu$er or sidewalk.

Cycle tracks are intended to connect urban destinations with large volumes of pedestrians 
and bicyclists of various experience levels. Experienced cyclists may prefer to continue to use 
the roadway and operate in mixed vehicle tra%c.

FIGURE 5-14

Separated Cycle Track Cross Section Diagram

FIGURE 5-15

One-Way Cycle Track with Floating Parking Design—Plan and Cross 
Section

FIGURE 5-16

Two-Way Cycle Track Design—Plan and Cross Section
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Sidewalks
Missouri State law prohibits bicycles on sidewalks within business districts only. Other laws regulating bicycle use on 
sidewalks may vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. Sidewalks may be useful for bicycling for a number of reasons:

 � Bicycle access is needed, but bicycle volumes and/or pedestrian volumes are expected to be low.
 � In situations where right-of-way is constrained or there are tra%c safety concerns (high speeds, high volumes, numerous 

trucks, etc.), a sidewalk may be the only option, especially if bicyclists are traveling up a steep hill. However, bicyclists 
should not travel faster than the design speed of the sidewalk (which is often the speed of a typical jogger and di%cult 
to determine).

 � Sidewalks can be designed to accommodate separated, one-way bicycling on each side of the road so that bicyclists can 
safely and easily transition to and from the road at each end of the segment. Sidewalk bike routes should not result in 
bicyclists riding opposite to motor vehicle tra%c when they re-enter the roadway. 

 � Sidewalks should be a minimum width of 6 feet for one-way bicycle travel and a minimum of 8 feet if two-way travel 
is expected.

This plan does not promote bicycling on sidewalks. Sidewalk facilities for bicycling may be considered in a limited number 
of speci!c locations where there are short segments with limited opportunities for alternative facilities, and yet a connection 
is critical on an interim basis. Should a sidewalk become a permanent bicycle facility, special attention will be required in the 
design process to ensure safety with widening to provide a shared use path for both pedestrians and bicyclists.

���¢���ȱ�������¢ȱ��� ���
The geographic scope of this Plan includes St. Louis County, the City of 
St. Louis, and the urbanized parts of St. Charles Counties. The facilities 
recommended by the Plan are designed to meet the needs of all types of 
bicyclists. One of the most important outcomes of the Plan is a thorough 
assessment of the Region’s roadway network, which has resulted in 
detailed recommendations for on-street bicycle facilities as part of 
the bicycle network. The Regional Bicycle Network Map (see fold-out 
maps, quadrants A through D) identi!es the location and initial facility 
recommendation for approximately 1,014 miles of bicycle facilities, which 
include approximately 77 miles of existing Bike St. Louis facilities that may 
require upgrading. Appendix B provides cross-section illustrations that 
show the types of bicycle facilities and roadway con!gurations that will 
comprise the Regional Bicycle Network. 

I love that the community is planning 
for the future and developing a way to get 
people where they need and want to go on their 
bikes - safely.   It’s so important to have a robust 
transportation system that gives people options 
-this is a great addition to the list of things to be 
proud of here in St. Louis!

Lesley Ho$arth, P.E.
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR – FOREST PARK FOREVER
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Some roadways that are part of the bicycle network do not o$er straightforward 
opportunities to include bicycle facilities through the process of striping narrower lanes, 
removing lanes, adding shoulders, or making other physical improvements due to right-of-
way constraints and tra%c volumes. 

Other roadways are scheduled for complete reconstruction but are still in the planning 
phase. Some of these roadways represent critical connections between major destinations 
in the bicycle facility network. In order to make recommendations on how to improve these 
roadways for bicyclists, additional, detailed studies that are beyond the scope of this plan will 
need to be completed. These road segments will require further study and are identi!ed on 
the network maps.

Intersections
Improving intersections to safely accommodate bicycles is critical to creating a connected 
and safe Regional Bicycle Network. Intersections were not speci!cally studied as part of the 
analysis because they often demand unique engineering solutions. While accommodating 
bicycles at intersections can be as straight-forward as narrowing existing through and 
turn lanes or extending a bicycle lane or shared lane marking to the intersection, some 
intersections, such as highway interchanges or the intersection of two multi-lane arterials, 
can be more complicated. MoDOT has used bike slots at many intersections. Bike slots are 
4-foot-wide (minimum) bike lanes placed between the right turn lane and outside through 
lane. Bike slots direct bicycles to the appropriate position for crossing the intersection and 
reduce con#icts with right-turning vehicles. Other possible intersection treatments include 
bike boxes, through bike lanes, combined bike lane/turn lane, and median refuge islands.

Bicycle Facility Network Statistical Summary
Tables 5-3 and 5-4 give a quick overview of the Regional bicycle facility network by facility 
type. O$-street facilities such as trails and greenways were not studied as part of this Plan. 
However, 52 miles of shared-use paths are included as recommendations for the roadway 
network to assure there is continuity of the on-street system, where there are challenges 
with providing on-street accommodations. The central theme of this plan is to complement 
and build upon the tremendous network of greenways and trails that exist and planned by 
connecting these facilities with a robust on-street bicycle network. 

TABLE 5-3

Network Summary
Network Summary Miles Percent (%)
On-Street facilities 961 95
O$-Street facilities 53 5
TOTAL MILES 1014 100

TABLE 5-4

Summary of On-Street Facilities

Summary of On-Street Facilities Miles
Percent (%) of 
Network Miles 

Bike lanes 154 16
Shared Lane Markings 200 21
Climbing lanes 7 1
Cycle track/bu$ered bike lane 54 6
Shared Roadway (incl. Bike Boulevard) 72 8
Wide Outside Lane 141 15
Paved shoulder 214 22
Sub-Total 842 88
Further study needed* 119 12
TOTAL MILES 961 100
Ύ�&ƵƌƚŚĞƌ�^ƚƵĚǇ�EĞĞĚĞĚ͗�^ƚƌĞĞƚƐ�ǁŚĞƌĞ�ĚĞƐŝŐŶ�ƐŽůƵƟŽŶ�ŶŽƚ�ŝŵŵĞĚŝĂƚĞůǇ�ĂƉƉĂƌent.
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Below are the objectives for developing the Regional Bicycle Network and speci!c actions for meeting these objectives. The 
actions have been framed so that they can be tracked as performance measures over time to evaluate the success of the Plan’s 
implementation.

OBJECTIVE: Improve accessibility and added safety for bikes along on-street routes.
Action 5.1: Integrate on-street bicycle facilities into appropriate state, county, and local planning documents.
To ensure the Plan’s implementation, it is important that all planning documents of relevant agencies responsible for 
transportation planning, design, construction, and maintenance re#ect the on-street bicycle facilities recommended in the 
Plan. This action may be tracked by evaluating state, county, and local planning documents periodically to see that on-street 
bicycle facilities identi!ed in the Plan have been integrated.

Action 5.2: Prioritize on-street bicycle facilities (further prioritization within the different public entity systems will be completed by 
appropriate state, county, and local transportation agencies based on the Gateway Bike Plan’s priorities). 
While the provision of on-street bicycle facilities identi!ed in this Plan should be a part of all road projects, recommended 
facilities must be prioritized in order to identify near-term projects with the greatest bene!ts for bicyclists, such as making 
critical links to and among major destinations and addressing barriers that create signi!cant impediments to safe and e%cient 
bicycling. The Plan identi!es implementation priorities by taking a number of factors into consideration (see Chapter 9). 
However, state, county, and local entities involved in implementing transportation projects may have reasons to modify these 
priorities based on their individual work programs or other speci!c needs. 

The Bicycle Facility Network Prioritization Map identi!es areas for near-, medium-, and long-term prioritization, as well as 
speci!c early implementation and demonstration projects.

Action 5.3: Implement on-street bicycle facilities identified in the Plan to improve accessibility and safety for bicyclists.
All entities involved roadway planning, design, construction, and maintenance should consult the Plan when planning 
and working on projects. On-street bicycle facilities identi!ed in this Plan should be integrated into the work programs of 
these entities. The facilities should be implemented whenever major road projects are undertaken, and funding sources for 
implementing other facilities that make critical links or address major safety concerns in the network should be identi!ed.

When it comes to design criteria – elements such as design speed, lane 
width, design vehicle – designers have choices, not mandates.  Making the right 
choices is a vital part of making our streets great.

Tim Neuman, 
CH2M HILL CHIEF HIGHWAY ENGINEER
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OBJECTIVE: Improve accessibility and safety for bikes around barriers like intersections and rivers. 
Action 5.4: Integrate identified barriers into appropriate state, county and local planning documents.
Barriers such as bridge crossings, complicated intersections, railway crossings, or corridors with other particular 
challenges indenti!ed in the Gateway Bike Plan should be integrated into the transportation plans and work programs 
of MoDOT, St. Charles and St. Louis Counties, the City of St. Louis, and other, smaller jurisdictions. These planning 
documents should also specify any interjurisdictional coordination that must occur in order to e$ectively address 
these barriers. 

Action 5.5: Prioritize identified barriers (completed by appropriate state, county, and local transportation agencies). 
Barriers that have been identi!ed in the Gateway Bike Plan should be prioritized in terms of how signi!cant they are for 
making critical links in the network and improving safety. 

Action 5.6: Resolve barriers identified in the Plan to improve accessibility and safety for bicyclists on highways.
Action 5.7: Include appropriate bicycle facilities in all new bridge projects and major rehabilitation of existing bridges. 
Bridges help to weave the region together, providing critical links between neighborhoods and commercial centers, and 
thus they are extremely important components of the bicycle facility network. The following are critical locations in the 
Regional Bicycle Network where there are existing bridges that present barriers to bicyclists, or where a new bridge major 
bridge project should accommodate bicycles:

 � Route 141 over Meramec River
 � Route 370 over the Missouri River
 � I-64 over the Missouri River
 � Manchester Rd. from Des Peres Rd. to Ballas Rd. (through I-270 interchange)
 � N. Grand Blvd. from Lindell Blvd. to south of I-64 (through I-64 interchange)

OBJECTIVE: Improve the safety of existing facilities.
Action 5.8: Conduct safety audits for existing facilities to identify design deficiencies and maintenance needs.
Bicycle facilities that were installed prior to development of this Plan need to be assessed to determine if they require 
maintenance or upgrading based on their condition and according to updated standards and guidelines from AASHTO 
and MUTCD. Responsible entities should refer to this Plan to determine if existing facilities have any design de!ciencies 
that should be addressed to improve safety and to ensure consistency with facilities that will be installed as part of the 
recommended Regional Bicycle Network. Appendix D provides more information on maintenance needs and strategies.
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Action 5.9: Work with appropriate state, county, and local agencies to adopt maintenance programs to routinely maintain and 
upgrade existing facilities.
Bicycle facilities that are part of the roadway network, including bicycle lanes, shoulders, and cycle tracks, should be 
included in the regularly scheduled maintenance of the roadway network. Regular lane sweeping, pothole repair, and 
removal of obstacles in bicycle facilities should occur. Standard restriping and resurfacing of roadways should include 
on-street bicycle facilities. Appendix D provides more information on maintenance needs and strategies.

Action 5.10: Identify and focus resources on spot maintenance problems on existing streets, corridors, and neighborhoods where 
bicycle crashes occur. 
Due to their smaller and lightweight tires, bicycles are more sensitive to irregularities and road debris than cars. Roadway 
features that cause minor discomfort to motorists, such as potholes, seams between roadway sections, faded or unclear 
roadway striping, and improper drain grates, can cause serious problems for cyclists. Many of these spot maintenance 
issues can be resolved at a relatively low cost, and can have a large e$ect on improving safety and reducing crashes. Each 
entity implementing the Plan should establish a spot maintenance/improvement program with dedicated resources to 
address discrete problems and construct low cost improvements to enhance bicycle safety and convenience.

OBJECTIVE: Reduce the rate of bicycle crashes by 50 percent by 2021.
Action 5.11: Identify spot locations, corridors and neighborhoods where bicycle crashes are occurring.
On-the-ground assessments should be conducted in all areas where bicycle crashes are regularly occurring to identify 
necessary spot or network improvements. This Action relates to Actions 5.9., 5.12, and 5.13.

Action 5.12: Focus resources on spot locations, corridors, and neighborhoods where bicycle crashes are occurring.
As a component of implementation prioritization and addressing problem areas, funding and sta$ resources should be 
focused on areas where there are high rates of bicycle crashes. Crashes may result from poor roadway conditions and 
facility design or high volumes of bicycle and vehicle tra%c, or both. Special spot improvements and facilities may be 
required in these areas. 

Action 5.13: Develop a Web site where users report crashes, bad pavement, concerns about road conditions, etc. Use community 
bike type tool in an ongoing basis.
Great Rivers Greenway, Trailnet, or the EWGCOG should host a Web site where Regional Bicycle Network users can 
interactively report conditions and crashes. Data should be compiled and distributed to the various entities involved in 
plan implementation and roadway maintenance.

Action 5.14: Identify entities to collect data and report information
A number of entities could ful!ll the role of collecting and/or compiling data related to bicycle ridership (annual bicycle 
counts), accidents, and facility condition or crash data generated by users through the online tool described in Action 
5.12. These entities include EWGCOG, Trailnet, and Great Rivers Greenway. Bicycle accident data collected by police 
departments should be aggregated and reported for the entire Plan area. 
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OBJECTIVE: Promote more bicycling through route signing and end of trip facilities.
Action 5.15: Install a Signed Bicycle Route System with uniform signage to create a unified and defined network.
A uni!ed system of signage and pavement markings helps bicyclists navigate the bicycle network and also raises awareness of the presence of bicycles 
among motorists. A comprehensive set of bicycle route way!nding signs should be developed to connect destinations in the St. Louis region and 
indicate to bicyclists that there are particular advantages to using certain routes compared with alternatives. All jurisdictions and agencies implementing 
the Plan should install a signage system along bicycle routes that is consistent with the Gateway Bike Plan and MUTCD standards. Appendix C contains 
information on the di$erent types and hierarchy of bicycle route signage.

St. Louis currently has about 77 miles of signed, on-street bicycle routes. Some of these routes have signage and pavement symbols that are not 
consistent with the 2009 MUTCD, which provides new guidance on way!nding signing. As facilities recommended in the 2011 Gateway Bike Plan are 
installed, there will be a need for a policy and program for removing old signs and installing new ones consistent with the MUTCD, while maintaining 
past sign recognition. 

In developing new policy and program guidelines, several factors should be kept in mind:

 � Designing, fabricating, locating and installing new way!nding in urban areas will cost between ten and twenty thousand dollars per mile.
 � Existing signs provide valuable way!nding guidance for bicyclists.
 � Removing all the signs at once will likely create gaps in the system that will last for years as the bikeway network is installed over a twenty year period.
 � Some confusion will occur if old signs are left in place on some routes while new ones are installed along with the installation of new bicycle facilities.
 � There are at least three models to consider when establishing policies and programs for the replacement of existing signs:
 � As facilities recommended in the 2011 Gateway Bike Plan are installed, existing way!nding signs could be removed and new ones installed. In some 

cases, they will be for the same routes, and in many cases, they will be for new routes. 
 � All existing signs could be immediately removed and new signs installed in conjunction with new facilities.
 � Immediately install new signs on all on-street routes in the network that will have shared lane markings. This will allow for the removal of much of the 

existing signed system. Then, as other facilities are installed, the remaining existing signs could be removed.

Adequate budget for new signs will be required to support whatever policy approach is pursued. 

Action 5.16: Require and install end-of-trip facilities.
The availability of end-trip facilities can in#uence an individual’s decision as to whether or not to commute by bicycle. End-trip facilities such as bicycle 
parking, showers, and changing facilities help make bicycling a more viable mode of transportation. Bicycle parking is a key component to making a 
bicycle network functional. Every single roadway in the region could have an excellent bicycle facility, but bicyclists would not use them without a safe 
place to secure their bicycle at their destination. All public facilities, (parks, community centers, libraries, city halls, schools, etc.) should have su%cient 
bicycle parking to meet demand. Incentives or requirements should be put in place for new commercial and multi-family residential development to 
provide on-site bicycle parking and/or storage. The Association of Bicycle and Pedestrian Professionals (APBP) Bicycle Parking Guidelines, 2nd Edition, 
should serve as a model for determining the appropriate amount of bicycle parking, as well as other considerations such as rack type, site layout, security, 
aesthetics, weather protection, and lighting. Cities such as Minneapolis (see Bike-Walk Twin Cities Bicycle Parking Program) and Portland (using Regional 
Flexible Funds) have used federal funding to establish programs that pay for and/or are used to leverage other opportunities for providing bike parking. 
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Showers and changing facilities can help make bicycling a feasible choice for getting to work by providing a place to 
freshen up after the ride. Additionally, these facilities serve !tness-minded employees who can exercise during lunch 
hours. Public agencies and private developments use several methods to incorporate shower and changing facilities, 
such as through the development code, in coordination with gyms, or by attracting the development of all-in-one 
end-trip facilities such as Bikestation. Such facilities provide storage for bikes and gear, showers, repair services, and bike 
rentals, and are often located within employment centers and/or near major transit hubs. Bikestation is a certi!ed B 
corporation that has facilities in Long Beach, Washington D.C., Palo Alto, and several other cities. Similar facilities based 
on the Bikestation model have appeared in other cities such as Chicago. The St. Louis region’s !rst bicycle commuter 
station opened in downtown St. Louis on April 28, 2011. The station o$ers bicycle parking, showers, changing facilities, 
and lockers. 

Through the development code, new developments or signi!cant building renovations can be encouraged to install 
shower and changing facilities through incentives, such as trade-o$s with parking requirements. The Leadership in 
Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) system o$ers credits for incorporating bicycle storage and changing rooms 
into new developments or arranging access to existing facilities within 200 yards of the building’s entrance. Moreover, 
the City of St. Louis and other municipalities can begin to incorporate shower and changing facilities into their o%ce 
buildings for public employees.

Gyms and !tness centers are obvious places for cleaning up after a bicycle ride. However, membership costs typically 
cover many more services than a bicyclist simply looking for a shower and place to change is willing to pay for. 
Area gyms and other !tness facilities may be willing to work with the public agencies to create bicycle commuter 
memberships. For example, several gyms in downtown Seattle o$er “shower only” memberships at a discounted price. 

�ȱ��ȱ�������ȱ��ȱ�������ȱ���ȱ�ě����ȱ��ȱ	����ȱ������ȱ	���� �¢ȱ���ȱ
its’ public and private partners in the development of a Bike Plan for the 
St. Louis region.  As an avid biker myself, I understand the importance of 
the connectivity of routes for the cyclist for both practical transportation and 
������������ȱ������ǯȱ	����ȱ������ȱ	���� �¢ȱ��ȱ��ȱ�¡�������ȱ������ȱ���ȱ�ȱ�������ȱ
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all the partners in this endeavor.

Congressman Russ Carnahan
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